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THE TWO REASONS TO RECITE ixy`
z"ia s"l`a `iz`c meyn -'a-'c-zekxa zkqn .1
It was a coincidence that last week we studied ixy` as part of our progress through iweqt
dxnfc and then on zay i`ven, we began zegilq by reciting ixy`. It was further a
coincidence that we learned that one of the reasons that we recite ixy` three times a day is
because the first word of each line in ixy` follows the other in Aleph-Bet order and we
then recited the first dgilq which was also composed in Aleph-Bet order. But it is fair to
ask whether the Aleph-Bet sequence has more meaning than being a poetic form.
Last week, we learned the explanation of the ryedi ipt:
zeize` a"k i"r dpzpy dxeza wqery inl ,dfl zeevl `l` `xap `l elek mlerd lky
.a"`d
And from the `"yxdn came the following: sebd oefn mglde ytpd oefn `id dxezdc
In his book: dltzd zeceqi, Eliezer Levy postulates why lines of a prayer sometimes
follow in Aleph-Bet order:
.dt lra eizeltz lltzn didy ,mrd lr daagzd z"ia s"l`a dltzdy jezne
Levy’s rationale is a good explanation as to why miheit, many of which are recited only
once a year, were written in Aleph-Bet order as a memory aide but his explanation does not
help us understand why l"fg felt that ixy` be recited three times a day because its lines
follow in Aleph-Bet order. Any prayer that is recited three times a day will become dear
because by reciting it so often, it is easily remembered.
A friend, Moshe Ganz, suggested an answer. In xn`y jexa and in eced, we are
reminded of the zexn`n dxyr, that the mler ly epeax created the world simply by
mouthing words. The lines in ixy` remind us that the words that the mler ly epeax
used in creating the world were composed out of the Aleph-Bet.
Let us build on that explanation. A prayer written with each successive line following the
Aleph Bet reminds us that our language, Hebrew, is not just another language. It is oeyl
ycewd. It is the language that is spoken at the highest levels of the heavens. It is what sets
Jews apart from the rest of the world. At no time did that become more clear than after
the release of Mel Gibson’s motion picture, The Passion of Christ, in which he chose to
portray those who lived at the time of J. C. as speaking Aramaic. No longer can Jews
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claim sole possession of Aramaic. It is now a part of Christian lore.
This is not the first time in our study of dltz that we have learned the importance of oeyl
ycewd. In our discussion as to why yicw is written in Aramaic, we learned that the ik`ln
zxyd only speak and understand Hebrew. The significance of that fact is that by praying
in the language that the mik`ln speak, we are speaking the language in which business is
done in the heavenly world. Our Hebrew words open the door to an exclusive club. Before
proceeding to fulfill the mitzvah of rny z`ixw and dxyr dpeny, we recite ixy` to
remind ourselves that our prayers enter the heavenly world without translation.
Perhaps l"fg also wanted to send a message of hope that the Hebrew language would once
again regain its place in the world as a living language. Our generation is fortunate for
having been able to witness l`xyi zpicn znwd and the re-emergence of the Hebrew
language as a living and growing language. We have a responsibility to participate in the
revival of Hebrew as a language. A tremendous amount of research is taking place in
Israel in all phases of Jewish scholarship, particularly in converting manuscripts and geniza
material into book form, all of which is being written in Modern Hebrew. Even zeaeyz
being written by Rabbis in Israel are being written in a sophisticated form of Hebrew. If
we want to advance in Jewish learning, we need strong Hebrew language skills, not only in
Rabbinic Hebrew but in Modern Hebrew as well. Our schools need to recognize their
responsibility to graduate students who are fluent not only in Rabbinic Hebrew but also in
Modern Hebrew. dlilge qg that a time should come when Torah leaders in Israel are able
to read mixtq written in both Rabbinic and Modern Hebrew while Torah leaders outside
of Israel can only read mixtq written in Rabbinic Hebrew.
.jci z` gzet (d"nw mildz) dia zi`c meyn `l` -'a-'c-zekxa zkqn .2
Why is reciting the verse oevx ig lkl riayne jci z` gzet so significant? Our
generation more than any generation that preceded us can appreciate the meaning of that
verse. We are among the first generations in which the majority of people earn a living
using their minds rather than their hands. We are further part of a generation that has
experienced an explosion in kosher food production. There were times in Jewish history
during which many may have had difficulty reciting oevx ig lkl riayne jci z` gzet
because their cupboards were bare and their prospects were poor. But we who have jobs
in which we earn a living based on the ideas we have and which we can express; who can
go into a supermarket and find hundreds of kosher products; who regularly eat pizza;
wraps; salsa; Chinese food and now sushi should have no difficulty finding the right
thoughts for reciting: oevx ig lkl riayne jci z` gzet.
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